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Quantum non-locality based on finite-speed
causal influences leads to superluminal signalling
J-D. Bancal1*, S. Pironio2, A. Acín3,4, Y-C. Liang1, V. Scarani5,6 and N. Gisin1

The experimental violation of Bell inequalities using space-
like separated measurements precludes the explanation of
quantum correlations through causal influences propagating
at subluminal speed1,2. Yet, any such experimental violation
could always be explained in principle through models based
on hidden influences propagating at a finite speed v > c,
provided v is large enough3,4. Here, we show that for any
finite speed v with c< v<∞, such models predict correlations
that can be exploited for faster-than-light communication.
This superluminal communication does not require access to
any hidden physical quantities, but only the manipulation
of measurement devices at the level of our present-day
description of quantum experiments. Hence, assuming the
impossibility of using non-local correlations for superluminal
communication, we exclude any possible explanation of
quantum correlations in terms of influences propagating at any
finite speed. Our result uncovers a new aspect of the complex
relationship between multipartite quantum non-locality and
the impossibility of signalling.

Correlations cry out for explanation1. Our intuitive understand-
ing of correlations between events relies on the concept of causal
influences, either relating directly the events, such as the position
of the moon causing the tides, or involving a past common cause,
such as seeing a flash and hearing the thunder when a lightning
strikes. Importantly, we expect the chain of causal relations to satisfy
a principle of continuity, that is, the idea that the physical carriers
of causal influences propagate continuously through space at a
finite speed. Given the theory of relativity, we expect moreover the
speed of causal influences to be bounded by the speed of light.
The correlations observed in certain quantum experiments call into
question this viewpoint.

When measurements are performed on two entangled quantum
particles separated far apart from each other, such as in an Einstein–
Podolsky–Rosen5 type experiment, the measurement results of one
particle are found to be correlated to that of the other particle. Bell
showed that if these correlated values were due to past common
causes, then they would necessarily satisfy a series of inequalities1.
However, theory predicts and experiments confirm that these
inequalities are violated2, thus excluding any past common cause
type of explanation. Moreover, as the measurement events can
be space-like separated6–8, any influence-type explanation must
involve superluminal influences9, in contradictionwith the intuitive
notion of relativistic causality10.

This non-local connection between distant particles represents
a source of tension between quantum theory and relativity10,11;
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however, it does not put the two theories in direct conflict
owing to the no-signalling property of quantum correlations.
This property guarantees that spatially separated observers in an
Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen-type experiment cannot use their
measurement choices and outcomes to communicate with one
another. The complex relationship between quantum non-locality
and relativity has been the subject of intense scrutiny9–12, but less
attention has been paid to the fact that quantum non-locality
seems to invalidate not only the intuitive notion of relativistic
causality, but more fundamentally the idea that correlations can be
explained by causal influences propagating continuously in space.
Indeed, according to the standard textbook description, quantum
correlations between distant particles, and hence the violation of
Bell inequalities, can in principle be achieved instantaneously and
independently of the spatial separation between the particles. Any
explanation of quantum correlations using hypothetical influences
would therefore require that they propagate at speed v =∞, that
is jump instantaneously from one location to another as in real
actions at a distance.

Is such an infinite speed a necessary ingredient to account
for the correlations observed in nature or could a finite speed v ,
recovering a principle of continuity, be sufficient? In particular,
could an underlying theory with a limit v on the speed of causal
influences reproduce correctly the quantum predictions, at least
when distant quantum systems are within the range of finite-speed
causal influences13? Obviously, any such theory would cease to
violate Bell inequalities beyond some range determined by the finite
speed v . At first, this hypothesis seems untestable. Indeed, provided
that v is large enough, any model based on finite-speed (hidden)
influences can always be made compatible with all experimental
results observed so far. It thus seems as if the best that one
could hope for is to put lower bounds on v by testing the
violation of Bell inequalities with systems that are further apart and
better synchronized3,4.

Here we show that there is a fundamental reason why influences
propagating at a finite speed v may not account for the non-
locality of quantum theory: all such models give, for any v > c ,
predictions that can be used for faster-than-light communication.
Importantly, our argument does not require the observation of non-
local correlations between simultaneous or arbitrarily distant events
and is thus amenable to experimental tests. Our results answer a
long-standing question on the plausibility of finite-speed models
first raised in refs 14,15. Progress on this problem was recently
made in ref. 16, where a conclusion with a similar flavour was
obtained, but not for quantum theory. Technically, our approach
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Figure 1 | Spacetime diagram in the privileged reference frame. In the
(shaded) light cone delimited by solid lines, causal influences propagate up
to the speed of light c, whereas in the v-cone (hatched region), causal
influences travel up to the speed v. An event K1 can causally influence a
space-like separated event K2 contained in its future v-cone and can be
influenced by an event K3 that lies in its past v-cone, but it cannot directly
influence or be influenced by event K4 outside its v-cone.

is independent and different from the one in ref. 16, which relies
on transitivity of non-locality, a concept that has not yet found any
application in quantum theory.

We derive our results assuming that the speed of causal
influences v is defined with respect to a privileged reference
frame (or a particular foliation of spacetime into space-like
hyperplanes). It should be stressed that although the assumption
of a privileged frame is not in line with the spirit of relativity,
there is also no empirical evidence implying its absence. In fact,
even in a perfectly Lorentz-invariant theory, there can be natural
preferred frames owing to the non-Lorentz-invariant distribution
of matter—a well-known example of this is the reference frame
in which the cosmic microwave background radiation seems to
be isotropic (see, for example, ref. 17). Moreover, note that there
do exist physical theories that assume a privileged reference frame
and are compatible with all observed data, such as Bohmian
mechanics18,19, the collapse theory of Ghirardi, Rimini andWeber20
and its relativistic generalization21. Although both of these theories
reproduce all tested (non-relativistic) quantum predictions, they
violate the principle of continuity mentioned above (otherwise they
would not be compatiblewith no-signalling as our result implies).

The models that we consider, which we call v-causal models,
associate with each spacetime point K a past and a future v-cone
in the privileged frame, generalizing the notion of past and future
light cones, see Fig. 1. An event at K1 can have a causal influence on
a point K2 >K1 located in its future v-cone and can be influenced
by a point K3<K1 in its past v-cone. However, there cannot be any
direct causal relation between two events K1 ∼K4 that are outside
each other’s v-cones. The causal structure thatwe consider here thus
corresponds to Bell’s notion of local causality9,22 but with the speed
of light c replaced by the speed v > c . Operationally, it is useful
to think of the correlations generated by v-causal models as those
that can be obtained by classical observers using shared randomness
together with communication at speed v> c .

According to the textbook description of quantum theory, local
measurements on composite systems prepared in a given quantum
state ρ yield the same joint probabilities regardless of the spacetime
ordering of the measurements. However, a v-causal model will
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Figure 2 | Predictions of a v-causal model in a bipartite Bell experiment.
We denote by P(ab|xy) the probability associated with A and B observing
respectively the outcomes a and b when their measurement is labelled by x
and y. In quantum theory, such probabilities are given by
PQ(ab|xy)= tr(ρMx

a⊗My
b), where ρ is the quantum state of A and B and

Mx
a, My

b their respective measurement operators, and are independent of
the spacetime ordering of the measurements. In contrast, in a v-causal
model, the observed probabilities will depend on the spacetime ordering
between A and B, as we now specify. a, A is in the past v-cone of B. Let the
variable λ, with probability distribution q(λ), denote the joint state of the
particles, or more generally a complete specification of any initial
information in the shaded spacetime region that is relevant to make
predictions about a and b (strictly, only the shaded region that is in the past
v-cone of A can have a causal influence on A; however, all of our arguments
still follow through even if we consider spacetime regions of the kind
depicted). In this situation we can write PA<B(ab|xy)=

∑
λ
q(λ)P(ab|xy,λ)

=
∑

λ
q(λ)P(a|x,yλ)P(b|y,axλ)=

∑
λ
q(λ)P(a|x,λ)P(b|y,axλ), where we

used Bayes’ rule in the second equality and the assumption that the
measurement setting y is a free variable, that is, uncorrelated to a,x,λ, in
the last equality. Note that there always exists a trivial v-causal model that
reproduces the quantum correlations in the case A< B (or B<A) as we
can write PQ(ab|xy)= PQ(a|x)PQ(b|y,ax) by the no-signalling property of
quantum correlations (this easily generalizes to the multipartite case, see
Supplementary Information SA). b, A and B are outside each other’s
v-cones. As above, the variable λ represents a complete (as far as
predictions about a and b are concerned) specification of the shaded
spacetime region. Note that this region screens-off the intersection of the
past v-cones of A and B, in the sense that given the specification of λ in the
shaded region, specification of any other information in the past v-cones of
A and B becomes redundant. It thus follows that P(a|x,byλ)= P(a|x,λ)
because any information about B is irrelevant to make predictions about a
once λ is specified (see ref. 9 for a more detailed discussion of this
condition). Similarly, P(b|y,axλ)= P(b|y,λ). We can therefore write
PA∼B(ab|xy)=

∑
λ
q(λ)P(ab|xy,λ)=

∑
λ
q(λ)P(a|x,yλ)P(b|y,axλ)=∑

λ
q(λ)P(a|x,λ)P(b|y,λ). Formally, the correlations are thus local and

satisfy all Bell inequalities. In particular, the model cannot reproduce
arbitrary quantum correlations in this situation.

generally not be able to reproduce these quantum correlations when
the spacetime ordering does not allow influences to be exchanged
between certain pairs of events. In particular, the correlations
between A and B will never violate Bell inequalities when A∼ B
(see Fig. 2). A possible programme to rule out v-causal models thus
consists of experimentally observing Bell violations between pairs
of measurement events as simultaneous as possible in the privileged
reference frame3. As pointed out earlier, however, this programme
can at best lower bound the speed v of the causal influences.

More fundamentally, one could ask whether it is even possible
to conceive a v-causal model that reproduces the quantum
correlations in the favourable situation where all successive
measurement events are causally related by v-speed signals, that is,
when any givenmeasured system can freely influence all subsequent
ones? In the bipartite case, this is always possible (see Fig. 2 and
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Supplementary Information SA), and thus the only possibility is to
lower bound v experimentally. In the four-partite case, however,
we show below that any v-causal model of this sort necessarily leads
to the possibility of superluminal communication, independently
of the (finite) value of v . Importantly, the argument does not
rely directly on the observation of non-local correlations between
simultaneous events.

Let us stress that v-causal models evidently allow for superlumi-
nal influences at the hidden, microscopic level, provided that they
occur at most at speed v . Such superluminal influences, however,
need not a priori be manifested in the form of signalling at the
macroscopic level, that is at the level of the experimenters who have
no access to the underlyingmechanism andhidden variables λ of the
model, but can observe only the average probability P(ab|xy) (for
example, by rotating polarizers along different directions x,y and
counting detector clicks a,b). It is this later sort of superluminal
communication that we show to be an intrinsic feature of any
v-causal model reproducing quantum correlations.

A sufficient condition for correlations P not to be exploitable
for superluminal communication is that they satisfy a series of
mathematical constraints known as the no-signalling conditions.
In the case of four parties (on which we will focus below), no-
signalling is the condition that the marginal distributions for the
joint system ABC are independent of the measurement performed
on system D, that is,∑

d

P(abcd|xyzw)= P(abc|xyz) (1)

together with the analogous conditions for systems ABD, ACD and
BCD. Here P(abcd|xyzw) is the probability that the four parties
observe outcomes a,b,c and d when their respective measurements
settings are x,y,z and w . These conditions imply that the marginal
distribution for any subset of systems is independent of the
measurements performed on the complementary subset.

Our main result is based on the following Lemma, whose proof
can be found in Supplementary Information SB.

Lemma. Let P(abcd|xyzw) be a joint probability distribution with
a,b,c,d ∈ {0,1} and x,y,z,w ∈ {0,1} satisfying the following two
conditions: first, the conditional bipartite correlations BC|AD are
local, that is, the joint probabilities P(bc|yz,axdw) for systems
BC conditioned on the measurement settings and results of
systems AD admit a decomposition of the form P(bc|yz,axdw)=∑

λ
q(λ|axdw)P(b|y,λ)P(c|z,λ) for every a,x,d,w ; and second,

P satisfies the no-signalling conditions (1). Then there exists a
four-partite Bell expression S (see Supplementary Information SB
for its description) such that correlations satisfying these two both
conditions necessarily satisfy S≤ 7. On the other hand, there exist
local measurements on a four-partite entangled quantum state
that yield S' 7.2> 7.

The Bell expression S has the extra property that it involves only
the marginal correlations ABD and ACD, but does not contain
correlation terms involving both B and C (this property is crucial
for establishing our final result, as it implies that a violation of the
Bell inequality can be verified without requiring the measurement
on B and C to be simultaneous).

Consider now the prediction of a v-causal model in the
thought experiment depicted in Fig. 3, where the spacetime
ordering between the parties in the privileged frame is such that
A < D < (B ∼ C). As B and C are outside each other’s v-cones,
it follows immediately that the BC|AD correlations are local (see
Supplementary Information SC for details). A violation of the Bell
inequality S≤7 by themodel in this configuration therefore implies
that the second assumption of Lemma must be violated, that is that
the correlations produced by the model violate the no-signalling
conditions (1). It is easy to see that this further implies that these
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Figure 3 | Four-partite Bell-type experiment characterized by the
spacetime ordering R= (A < D < (B∼C)). As B and C are both measured
after A and D and satisfy B∼C, the BC|AD correlations produced by a
v-causal model are local (see Supplementary Information SC). A violation
of the inequality of Lemma by the model therefore implies that the
corresponding correlations must violate the no-signalling conditions (1). At
least one of the tripartite correlations ABC, ABD, ACD or BCD must then
depend on the measurement setting of the remaining party. The marginal
ABD (ACD) cannot depend on z (y), because this measurement setting is
freely chosen at C (B), which is outside the past v-cone of A, B (C) and D
(see also Supplementary Information SD). It thus follows that either the
marginal ABC must depend on the measurement setting w of system D or
that the marginal BCD must depend on the measurement setting x of
system A (or both). Let the four systems lie along some spatial direction at,
respectively, a distance dB= (1/4)(1+(1/r))+(1/(1+ r)),
dC= (3/4)(1+(1/r))−(1/(1+ r)), dD= 1 from A, where r= v/c> 1, and let
them be measured at times tA=0, tB= tC= 2/(c+v), tD= 1/v. Suppose
that the BCD marginal correlations depend on the measurement x made on
the first system A. If parties B and C broadcast (at light speed) their
measurement results, it will be possible to evaluate the marginal
correlations BCD, at the point D′. As this point lies outside the future light
cone of A (shaded area), this scheme can be used for superluminal
communication from A to D′. Similarly, if the ABC marginal correlations
depend on the measurement w made on D, they can be used for
superluminal communication from D to the point A′.

correlations can be exploited for superluminal communication
(see caption of Fig. 3). It thus remains to be shown that the Bell
inequality S≤ 7 is violated by a v-causal model in a configuration
where B∼C, as standard quantum theory suggests. Note that this
should not be taken for granted because one should not a priori
expect a v-causal model to reproduce the quantum correlations in
such a situation, for the same reason that in the bipartite case we do
not expect a v-causal model to reproduce the quantum correlations
when A ∼ B. Central to our argument lies the fact that the Bell
expression S involves only themarginal correlations ABD andACD,
which allows one, as we show below, to infer its value in a situation
where B∼C from observations in which B and C are not necessarily
measured outside each other’s v-cones.

Explicitly, consider a modification of the thought experiment of
Fig. 3, where the times tB and tC at which B and C are measured
are chosen randomly so that any of the three configurations
A<D<B<C, A<D<C<B and A<D< (B∼C) can occur. Any
v-causal model should at least reproduce the quantum correlations
yielding S' 7.2> 7 in the first two situations, in which finite speed
influences can freely travel from the first measured party to the last
one. In particular, the v-causal model thus reproduces the marginal
quantum correlations ABD when A<D< B< C. However, then
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it will also necessarily reproduce the same quantum marginal in
the situation A<D< (B∼C). Operationally, this is very intuitive:
in both cases B ∼ C and B < C, the particle B can use only the
shared randomness and the communication it received from A,
D to produce its output. Furthermore, because it does not know
when C is measured, it must produce the same output in both
situations; hence, the ABDmarginal must be identical in both cases
(see Supplementary Information SD for amore detailed argument).
Similarly, we can infer that the quantum ACD marginal obtained
for A<D< C< B is reproduced when B∼ C. Together with the
fact that the Bell expression S involves only the ABD and ACD
marginals, a v-causalmodelmust thus violate the inequality S≤7 in
the configuration of Fig. 3, and hence give rise to correlations that
can be exploited for superluminal communication.

In stark contrast with the bipartite scenario, these results
therefore allow one to test experimentally the prediction of no-
signalling v-causal models for any v <∞ without requiring any
simultaneous measurements. Indeed, the very same theoretical
argument as that presented in the last paragraph can be used to
deduce the value of S in the case B∼C by measuring the marginals
ABD and ACD in situations in which B and C are not necessarily
outside each other’s v-cones. For a more detailed discussion on
some of the experimental possibilities that follow from our result,
see Supplementary Information SE. Note that as with usual Bell
experiments, depending on the assumption that one is willing to
take, an experimental test of v-causal models may also need to
overcome various loopholes. The way to remove these assumptions
and overcome these loopholes is an interesting question that goes
beyond the scope of our work but some possibilities are discussed
in Supplementary Information SE.

We proved that if a v-causal model satisfies the requirement of
reproducing the quantum correlations when the different systems
are each within the range of causal influences of previously
measured systems, then such a model will necessarily lead to
superluminal signalling, for any finite value of v > c . Moreover,
our result opens a whole new avenue of experimental possibilities
for testing v-causal models. It also illustrates the difficulty to
modify quantum physics while maintaining no-signalling. If we
want to keep no-signalling, it shows that quantum non-locality
must necessarily relate discontinuously parts of the universe that
are arbitrarily distant. This gives further weight to the idea that
quantumcorrelations somehow arise fromoutside spacetime, in the
sense that no story in space and time can describe how they occur.
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